Granulocytes with segmented nucleus retain normal chromosomes 17 in Philadelphia chromosome-positive chronic myeloid leukemia with i(17q) and pseudo-Pelger anomaly. A case report studied with fluorescence in situ hybridization.
Previous reports suggested a correlation between the deletion of the terminal region of the short arm of a chromosome 17 and the appearance of dysgranulopoiesis in myeloproliferative disorders. Using the dual-color fluorescence in situ hybridization technique we analyzed the bone marrow and peripheral blood cells of a Philadelphia chromosome-positive chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) patient showing at the onset of transformation into blastic crisis both metaphases with the i(17q) as well as granulocytes without nuclear segmentation. This phenomenon is defined as pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomaly. Using two probes, one specific for 17p and one for 17q, we determined the presence or absence of the i(17q) in both metaphase and interphase cells. Moreover, we observed that all cells with a polysegmented nucleus typical of mature granulocytes did not have i(17q) but had two normal chromosomes 17. This observation confirmed the correlation between 17p deletion and the appearance of pseudo-Pelger anomaly. This finding may also be useful from a clinical point of view: the appearance of pseudo-Pelger cells in CML indicates that 17p deletion actually occurred. This event implies a negative prognosis.